
What’s ?

How ?

Why ?

Basically it’s a pliable shower box.

Full comfort, like a standard shower,

in only 11”.

A single wall wing.
Just the time for a shower, and we can close it.

It disappear from the floor, too).

Is possible to install it

in narrow spaces, boats, hotels,

caravans, house trailers,

avoiding loss of space in the room
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What’s ?

Why ?

Wally

Wally

Basically it’s a pliable shower box. When in use, it works like a traditional, fully furnished shower box.
When closed, it looks like a thin wall cabinet, avoiding loss of space in the room (without any obstacle
on the floor)..

Both in existing bathrooms redevelopments and in new constructions, some installation difficulties are
often noticed: a) Generally, both the floor area to be dedicated to a traditional shower and the space
needed to properly use it (access and exit from shower box) must be foreseen at basic design level or
has to be obtained by carrying out heavy modification works, changing the bathroom layout or the
position of bathroom furniture (i.e. water-closet, bidet, wash basin) and relevant feeding and
discharging systems. This often determines higher expenses or, in the worst case, the impossibility to
carry out the works (when, in existing bathrooms, the spaces cannot be enlarged or when main
systems are unfavorably positioned). b) If access to water-closet and wash basin must be granted to
disabled users also, to get the required maneuvering spaces it could be necessary to install an open
shower with floor level scupper, even it the specific regulations are not strictly requiring it, at higher
costs. c) Generally, in narrow spaces, boats, hotels, caravans, house trailers, temporary or
emergency installations, shower needs a valued space also when not in use.

Closed In use
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How works ?

The unit, in thermo-molded plastic material (ABS or similar), in resting position looks like a low
thickness blind cabinet at wall (about 200 cm height, about 80 cm width, about 28 cm thickness). In
working position both dimensions and appearance are comparable to those of a standard shower
box (about 200x80x80 cm), and the unit is then fully furnished with flexible shower pipe, discharging
pipe in way of shower floor, wall rooms (open or blind), no. 1 wing with mirror to close utility spaces,
no. 1 semi-transparent and openable flexible wall, wall big handle, seat, wire pull alarm. Other tools
(dispenser, shower programmer with nozzles at various heights, sauna programmer) should be
installed if required by design.
Wall repositioning needs two movements: the side wall should be gathered and horizontally rotated
90°, the shower floor should be vertically rotated 90° up.
The peculiar discharging system avoids external leakages both in shower use and in wall
repositioning operation.
A material having the typical characteristics of the sanitary products shall be used. It shall be fully
waterproof and shall have low thermal expansion coefficient, high abrasion resistance (detergent
products), high chromatic inalterability (thermo-photosensitivity).
The system needs a conventional drainage in way of the wall lower edge, cold/warm feeding pipes in
standard position, electrical connection to domestic alarm system.
The unit shall be fixed over wall finishing (tiles, plastering, etc.), simply by expansion bolts.

Wally
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